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Abstract 
Spherical indentation hardness tests are widely used in manufacturing industry to obtain material 
property of the workpiece. For the indentation test on sheet metals, significant error can occur in 
measuring the penetration depth due to the anvil effect. This anvil effect is manifested with decreasing 
specimen thickness and increasing indentation depth. This paper critically reviews the experimental 
observations of the anvil effect, and studies the mechanism behind it. The experimental results and 
numerical simulations suggest that, when the thickness of the specimen is reduced, a change in 
deformation mode is experienced during the indentation process. A correction method for the anvil 
effect is proposed and an empirical equation is derived to determine the effective indentation depth. 
The experimental and numerical investigations have important implications for the interpretation of 
the indentation anvil effect; and the correction method for anvil effects can be used in hardness 
measurement to obtain accurate material property. 
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1 Introduction 
The hardness of a material is one of the most important material properties. It is a measure of how 
resistant the material is to permanent shape change when external load is applied (Oliver and Pharr 
1992). Indentation hardness tests are performed in almost all the manufacturing industries. It is non-
destructive, adaptable to any specimen shape, and is easy to perform. However, to carry out hardness 
tests on sheet metals, it is important to keep the indentation depth below a certain critical value, since 
the anvil is normally harder than the sheet metal and large penetration depth will introduce the anvil 
effect into hardness measurements (Korsunsky, McGurk, Bull and Page 1998).  
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To avoid such flawed measurements, a common rule indicated by both ASTM Standard E10-27 
and E18 (ASTM Standard 2010) is followed. The “rule of thumb” suggests that if the thickness of the 
specimen is more than ten times the depth of the indentation, the influence of the anvil in resisting the 
indentation deformation could be ignored, and the hardness reading obtained from the test is very 
close to the true hardness reading of material (Peggs and Leigh 1983). However, it was reported that 
this “one-tenth of rule of thumb” does not always ensure the absence of the anvil effect. It was also 
demonstrated that the critical ratio of the thickness of specimen to the depth of indentation varies 
significantly for different material type of sheet metals (Kenyon 1934) and for different ratios of 
yielding strength of the specimen to the anvil (Lebouvier, Gilormini and Felder 1989; Sun, Bell and 
Zheng 1995). 
Significant efforts have been made for obtaining the critical thickness of the thin sheet metals for 
indentation test, better understanding the anvil effect, and evaluating the effect of the thickness on the 
accuracy of the hardness measurement (Heyer 1937; Waters 1965). Comprehensive studies were 
conducted on establishing an expression for the depth of indentation, material properties, thickness of 
the specimen, applied load, and dimension of the spherical indenter (Lebouvier, Gilormini and Felder 
1985; Taylor and Kragh 1969; Pitts 1970). However, no study has been carried out to rectify the error 
introduced by anvil effect in terms of correcting the hardness measurement of sheet metal in the 
spherical indentation test.  
Some research has been conducted on hard substrate coated with thin films (Pharr, Strader and 
Oliver 2009; Pharr, Herbert and Gao 2010; Sebastiani, Eberl, Bemporad and Pharr 2011; Yang 2003). 
Finite element method was used to investigate the effect of the radius of a spherical indenter on the 
critical indentation depth of a hard thin film in order to avoid the influence of the substrate (Yoo, Lee 
and Shin 2003; Panich and Sun 2003; Gamonpilas and Busso 2004). While the studies have resulted in 
many advances in the field of thin film deposition on a substrate, the indentation response is 
significantly different from that found in the hardness test of sheet metals (as the thin sheet is not 
adhere to the anvil, whereas the coating is adhere to the substrate) (Sridhar, Zheng and Johnson 2004). 
In addition, such testing is extremely localized, while the conventional macro-hardness tests use large 
indenters which ensure that each impression covers many grains. Thus, the macro scale tests provide a 
better indication of the sheet metal properties for manufacturing applications.  
For the spherical indentation test, it is often desired to obtain the true hardness measurement of the 
sheet metal without the involvement of anvil effect. This work is motivated by the need for a better 
understanding of different deformation modes involved during an indentation test, as well as 
developing a correction method for hardness measurement when anvil effect is present. The spherical 
indentation tests were carried out to evaluate anvil effects for different specimens under different 
applied loads and indenter dimensions. Numerical simulation of the indentation process was 
performed to understand the deformation of specimens to quantify the anvil effect. The method and 
procedure of the correction for the indentation depth were proposed and verified with further 
confirmation tests. 
2 Experiment 
Macro-spherical indentation testing is a well-established method to measure the hardness of sheet 
metals. The schematic of indentation testing system is shown in Figure 1. In this work, the Brinell and 
Rockwell type hardness tests were used to study the anvil effect aiming at correlating various testing 
parameters to the hardness property of sheet metal.  
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Figure 1 Schematic of indentation system. 
2.1  Experimental Set-up and Specimen Preparation 
The indentation tests were carried out on two general purpose aluminum alloys Al3003-H14 and 
Al 6061-T6. Three different metal sheets were tested for each material, and the thicknesses of sheets 
were 0.813mm (0.032”), 2.03mm (0.08”), and 1.27mm (0.05’’). Two hardened steel ball indenters 
with diameter of 3.175 mm and 10 mm were used to make indentations. The indentation loads were 
applied for 30 seconds at different locations on the specimen. The loads were increased stepwise as 
per the following list: 15, 30, 45, 60, 100, 150, 500, 1000, and 1500 kgf. The diameter and depth of the 
indentation were measured using an OLYMPUS STM6 3D measuring microscope. This optical 
microscope has a very fine resolution of 0.0001 mm in X, Y, and Z directions. The depth of the 
indentation was measured as the vertical distance between the center of the impression and the edge of 
crater. The anvil used in all the experiments was a flat and cylindrical plate made of steel. 
2.2  Experimental Results 
As the indentation load increased, an indentation mark started to appear on the sheet metal. Surface 
images of top and bottom faces of the sheet metal were taken in order to study the effect of increased 
load on marks. Figure 2 shows the surface image of 0.813 mm thick sheet metal made of Al3003-H14 
tested under an indenter with diameter of 3.175 mm. It is clearly seen that the mark started to appear 
under the load of 30 kgf, and became more apparent with the increasing load. The shape of the 
indentation was not perfectly circular but was rather elliptical as shown in Figure 3. The elliptical 
shape of indentations was observed for both materials and for all loads with its diameter being larger 
in the longitudinal direction (rolling direction) than in the transverse direction (direction perpendicular 
to rolling direction). This is due to different material properties in two directions causing different 
amount of springback after the removal of the indentation load. In this work, only properties in the 
longitudinal direction were considered.  
 
Figure 2 Surface image of top and bottom faces of 0.813 mm thick Al3003-H14 sheet metal 
indented with loads of 15, 30, 45, 60, 100, and 150 kgf (from left to right). 
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Figure 3 Microscopic image of an indentation on the 0.813 mm thick Al3003-H14 sheet metal. 
The variations of indentation depths with applied loads on Al3003-H14 and Al6061-T6 sheet 
metals with different thicknesses are depicted in Figures 4 (a) and (b). In both cases, the first six loads 
were applied using an indenter with diameter of 3.175 mm, while the rest were applied using an 
indenter with 10 mm diameter. It was found that for both materials the depths of indentations were 
different for specimens with different thicknesses when the same load applied. This shows that the 
depth of the indentation is dependent on the thickness and the material type of the sheet metal.  
 
(a) Al3003-H14                                                        (b) Al6061-T6 
Figure 4 Variation of the depths of indentations with indentation loads on three Al3003-H14 (a)  
and Al6061-T6 (b) sheets. 
Figure 4 also shows that both the thickness of the specimen and the external load play an important 
role in the indentation depth. Thus, three parameters: the normalized thickness, indentation pressure, 
and normalized depth were identified; and their influences on indentations were studied to obtain a 
clear view on the deformation process. Normalized thickness is defined as the thickness of the 
specimen normalized to the radius of the indenter. Indentation pressure correlates the indentation load 
and the diameter of the indentation. Normalized depth is identified as the depth of indentation 
normalized to the radius of the indenter. The above three parameters can be calculated as shown in Eq. 
(1)-(3). 
/T t R                                                                                                      (1) 
            2/P L D                                                                                         (2) 
           H h /R                                                                                        (3) 
where T is normalized thickness; t is the thickness of the sheet metal; P is the indentation pressure; 
L is the indentation load; D and R are the diameter and radius of the indenter, respectively; H is 
normalized depth; and h is the indentation depth.   
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Based on the three parameters selected, the data from indentation experiments described above 
were reorganized to analyze the anvil effect. Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the normalized depth versus 
the normalized thickness for the Al3003-H14 and Al6061-T6 sheet metals, respectively. It is clearly 
seen that with an increase in the indentation pressure, the normalized depth of the indentation 
increases. It is also observed that for sheet metals with normalized thickness beyond a certain value, 
further increasing the normalized thickness would not change the indentation depth, indicating that 
there is no anvil effect. However, when the normalized thickness of the sheet metal is reduced below a 
particular value, the indentation depth is increased under the same indentation pressure. Intuitively, the 
resistance against deformation of a hard anvil to the indentation load should reduce the depth of the 
indentation. However, an exact reverse phenomenon was observed. In order to better understand the 
reason behind this, finite element simulations of the indentation process were conducted.  
 
 Figure 5 Normalized depth versus normalized        Figure 6 Normalized depth versus normalized      
thickness for Al3003-H14 specimen.                           thickness for Al6061-T6 specimen. 
3  Numerical Simulation 
The experimental results showed that for a given normalized indentation pressure, the specimen 
with smaller normalized thickness resulted in a larger normalized depth of indentation. However, the 
indentation depth became a constant if there was no anvil effect introduced. It is of great interest to 
understand the mechanism of the anvil effect. Finite element analysis (FEA) was performed to 
investigate the deformation mode during indentation. The anvil effect was also quantified.   
3.1  Numerical Simulation Models 
A two dimensional, axi-symmetric finite element model of the spherical indentation was developed 
using ABAQUS. The indenter was modeled as a rigid body and the specimen was modeled as a 
deformable body with the material property of Al3003-H14 or Al6061-T6. The anvil was also 
modeled as a deformable body with the material property of steel and with high elastic modulus and 
yielding strength. The mechanical properties of both materials were obtained from tensile tests carried 
out according to ASTM B557M, and the constitutive behavior was described by the paired true stress-
strain data. The contact between the sheet metal and the anvil was initially set to be frictionless. Hard 
surface contact between the indenter and the specimen were assigned in the model with coefficient of 
friction prescribed at 0.24 and 0.21 for Al3003-H14 and Al6061-T6, respectively. Both coefficients of 
friction were obtained from experiments. The simulations were carried out in two steps and were 
prescribed with linear displacement control. The first step simulated the indentation process while the 
second step simulated the springback of the sheet metal. Figure 7 shows the mesh and the boundary 
conditions in the first step in which the sheet metal was placed on the anvil and was free to deform 
both downward and outward. To sufficiently cover the area that could be affected by the indentation, 
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the radius of the sheet metal was prescribed as more than 7.5 times the radius of the indenter. 
Similarly, the radius of the anvil was more than 12 times that of the indenter, and the thickness of the 
anvil was more than 12 times that of the sheet metal.  
 
Figure 7 FEA indentation model. 
3.2  Indentation Simulation Results 
In the simulation, the specimens with different material properties and thicknesses were indented 
under different indenters with different diameters. Figures 8 and 9 show the equivalent plastic strain 
and von Mises stress contour of the indentation on the 0.813 mm thick Al3003-H14 sheet metal, 
respectively. The applied load was 100 kgf and the diameter of the indenter was 3.175 mm. It can be 
observed from Figure 8 that at certain indentation depth, the sheet metal lost contact with the anvil at 
certain location, and a permanent deformation was present throughout the thickness of sheet metal. As 
depicted in Figure 9, stresses penetrated through the sheet metal and into the anvil. The stress 
distribution in the anvil was similar to the Hertz contact stress.  
The second step of simulation was the springback process in which the material recovered its 
elastic deformation after unloading. von Mises stress distribution of the 0.813 mm thick Al3003-H14 
sheet metal after springback is shown in Figure 10. It can be observed that the shape of indentation as 
well as the von Mises stress distribution changed after springback.  
The accuracy of the finite element simulation in predicting the indentation was verified using the 
comparison between the indentation depths in the experiments and FEA. Comparison of the 
simulation and the experimental results of the indentation depth on 0.813 mm thick Al3003-H14 sheet 
metal is shown in Figure 11. It was observed that the simulation and experimental results are in good 
agreement. This indicates that FEA simulation can predict the indentation response of the material for 
the highly non-linear deformation process. 
 
Figure 8 Plastic strain contour of the indentation on the 0.813 mm thick Al3003-H14 sheet metal. 
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  Figure 9 von Mises stress contour of the indentation on 0.813 mm thick Al3003-H14 sheet metal. 
 
Figure 10 von Mises stress contour of the indentation on the 0.813 mm thick Al3003-H14 sheet 
metal after springback. 
 
Figure 11 Comparison of the indentation depths for experimental and FEA results on 0.813 mm 
thick Al3003-H14 sheet metal. 
3.3  Deformation Modes During Indentation 
From experiments, it was observed that a thinner specimen resulted in a larger indentation depth 
compared to a thicker specimen. However, the indentation depth should be independent of the sheet 
metal thickness in the absence of anvil effect. Therefore, it is of interest to know the reason behind the 
different responses of sheet metals with different thicknesses, and further FEA study was performed. 
In these simulations, the normalized indentation pressure of 100, an indenter with diameter of 3.175 
mm, and multiple normalized thicknesses of 1.51 (Case 1), 0.50 (Case 2), and 0.25 (Case 3) were 
used. Figure 12 depicts the normalized depths versus normalized thicknesses from the simulation 
results.  
The axial (S22) and radial (S11) stress contours are shown in Figures 13 - 15 for each case. As seen 
in Figure 13 (a) for Case 1, the anvil directly under the indenter, separated by the metal sheet, 
experienced a slight compressive stress. It is also observed in Figure 13 (b) that the radial stress was 
negative (compressive) at the top, whereas positive (tensile) at the bottom of the sheet metal. It should 
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be noted that such tension-compression stress distribution through the thickness was similar to the 
stress distribution due to bending. This implies that at a particular sheet metal thickness and 
indentation depth, the mode of deformation was a combined indentation-bending mode where the 
sheet metal wrapped around the spherical indenter. 
 
Figure 12 Normalized depths versus normalized thicknesses from FEA results. 
In Figure 14, the normalized sheet thickness was reduced (Case 2). The magnitude of the axial 
stress (S22) in the anvil was higher than that of Case 1, indicating an increased anvil effect. Figure 14 
(b) shows that the radial stress (S11) on the top face of the sheet metal was compressive and the 
magnitude was nearly the same as that in Case 1. On the contrary, the radial stress (S11) near the 
bottom face became compressive instead of tensile. As such, the deformation of thin sheet was no 
longer in bending deformation mode and the stress state was similar to that of forging.  
Figure 15 shows that the normalized thickness of sheet metal was further reduced to 1/4 of the 
indenter radius (Case 3). It can be observed that with a large indentation depth to specimen thickness 
ratio, a certain area of the bottom surface was lifted and lost contact with the anvil. The deformation 
was significantly different from that of a small indentation depth to specimen thickness ratio in Case 1.  
In summary, the simulation results of reducing the sheet metal thickness at a constant indentation 
pressure shows that the deformation mode could shift from simple compression to bending followed 
by forging deformation modes. The support from the anvil led to different material flow and resulted 
in different degrees of anvil effects.  
 
             
                        (a) Axial stress contour                                                (b) Radial stress contour 
Figure 13 Stress contour in axial direction (a) and in radial direction (b) of Al3003-H14 specimen 
for Case 1. 
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 (a) Axial stress contour                                     (b) Radial stress contour 
Figure 14 Stress contour in axial direction (a) and in radial direction (b) of Al3003-H14 specimen 
for Case 2. 
      
 (a) Axial stress contour                                    (b) Radial stress contour 
Figure 15 Stress contour in axial direction (a) and in radial direction (b) of Al3003-H14 specimen 
for Case 3. 
4  Correction for the Anvil Effect 
The normalized depth versus the normalized thickness charts for Al3003-H14 and Al6061-T6 
sheet metals show similar trend for the anvil effect under the constant indentation pressure. It is of 
great interest to quantify this anvil effect and devise a generalized method to correct the anvil effect. 
With the help of this generalized correction method, it is possible to carry out spherical indentation 
tests on sheet metals, to measure multiple depths of indentation on the thin sheet metal, and to obtain a 
corrected depth of indentation equivalent to that of thick sheet metal of the same material.  
4.1  Anvil Effect Correction Method and Procedure 
The nature of the anvil effect for constant indentation pressure is that for a specimen with large 
enough normalized thickness, the normalized indentation depth is a constant (which is the “true 
normalized depth” without anvil effect), whereas a reduction of the normalized thickness gives rise to 
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an increase in normalized indentation depth. The difference between the increased normalized depth 
and the true normalized depth is due to the anvil effect as shown in the shadow area in Figure 16. 
Thus, the correction for the anvil effect aims to find the “true normalized depth”, which is also 
considered as the “equivalent depth of indentation.” In Figure 16, the “true normalized depth” 
(indicated as “c”) for the sheet metal with different normalized thickness under a particular indentation 
pressure is a constant demonstrated by an arrow. To obtain the true normalized depth of indentation, 
the following reciprocal function was considered for curve fitting: 
               
a
c Y
X bP
                                                                                      (4) 
where c is the true normalized depth and /eqc h R (heq is the indentation depth without anvil 
effect), Y is the normalized depth where /Y h R , X is the normalized thickness where /X t R , P 
is the indentation pressure where 2/P L D , a and b are constants correlating the indentation pressure 
and the indentation depth. The units of heq, h, R, D, and t are all in mm. Minimization of square of 
residual error technique was used for curve fitting to obtain the constants of a and b. In Eq. (4), b is a 
factor, and it measures the influences of applied load on the indentation depth, whereas X-bP>0 
should be satisfied indicating that the required normalized thickness (t/R) should be larger than a 
certain value in order for the load applied to make an impression depth. The reciprocal form of Eq. (4) 
demonstrates that anvil effect becomes more significant when the normalized thickness is small.  
The anvil effect is dependent on several factors associated with the property of the sheet metal as 
well as the coefficient of friction between the sheet surface and the anvil. Therefore, the values of 
constants a and b are unique for each sheet metal. In order to obtain the values, a plot of the 
normalized indentation depth versus the normalized thickness is needed. To obtain constants a and b, 
specimens with different normalized thicknesses are used to perform indentation tests under a constant 
indentation pressure P; and the corresponding indentation depths h are measured. For a certain 
indentation pressure P, the normalized indentation depth versus the normalized thickness is plotted. 
The true normalized depth is the asymptote of the curve (shown as the arrow in Figure 16). Constants 
a and b can be determined by curve fitting of Eq. (4). To obtain accurate correction result, it is 
required to conduct indentation tests with at least three different normalized thicknesses. Meanwhile at 
least two out of the three readings should clearly demonstrate the existence of the anvil effect.    
4.2  Anvil Effect Correction Results and Confirmation Tests 
The procedure given above was followed to obtain the values of parameters for different materials. 
The values of a and b for Al3003-H14 sheet metal indented under different pressure of 46, 100, and 
146 are 0.0060 and 0.0022, respectively. It was found that values of a and b remain the same for the 
same material regardless the indentation pressure. This indicates that the magnitude of anvil effect (the 
shaded area in Figure 16) is the same for the given material under different pressures. On the other 
hand, if the external applied pressure is increased, the required normalized thickness (t/R) should be 
increased to obtain valid results. As such, a shift of the curve to the right can be observed. The slope of 
the curve at each point, which stands for the variation rate of the normalized depth at the normalized 
thickness, remains the same under different applied pressures. Figure 17 shows the experimental data 
of Al3003-H14 and the fitted curve obtained from Eq. (4). It is observed that curves based on the 
proposed correction model can represent the experimental results well with two material constants a 
and b. Other confirmation tests were also carried out for different materials, e.g. Al2024-T3 and 1020 
low carbon steel. Figure 18 showed that three tests were conducted at P=49 to obtain material 
constants a and b. The values are 0.000442 and 0.000020, respectively. The curve fitting is shown as 
the lower curve. If testing the same material with P=60, the anvil effect is predicted, based on Eq. (4), 
as the upper curve. Two experiments at P=60 were further conducted and compared to the prediction. 
While there is anvil effect (especially t/R=0.2), the curve can be used to quickly determine the 
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equivalent indentation depth. Figure 19 demonstrates that the approach is effective for low carbon 
steel.  
  
Figure 16 Anvil effect and equivalent depth          Figure 17 Comparison of experimental data  
    of indentation for sheet metals.                            and fitted curve data for Al3003-H14. 
 
 
Figure 18 Confirmation test on 1.27 mm                  Figure 19 Confirmation test on 0.5 mm  
   thick Al2024-T3.                                                  thick 1020 low carbon steel. 
5  Conclusions 
In the present work, the anvil effect of thin sheet metals during the spherical indentation process 
was investigated. Hardness indentation experiments were conducted using specimens with different 
materials and thicknesses under different applied loads and indenters. Numerical simulation was 
carried out to analyze the change of deformation modes during the test. It was illustrated that with a 
reduction of the thickness of the sheet metal in indentation tests, the sheet metal experiences various 
deformation modes from simple indentation, to bending, and followed by a forging mode of 
deformation. The plot of the normalized indentation depth versus the normalized thickness was proved 
very useful as the equivalent normalized indentation depth can be obtained from the curve, 
subsequently, the anvil effect can be quantified conveniently. The reciprocal function of the thickness 
of sheet metal, the radius of indenter, the indentation pressure, and two different material constants 
was used to quantify the anvil effect. A method to correct the anvil effect was proposed by 
determining the equivalent geometry of indentation without the anvil effect. It is showed that it can 
accurately correct the hardness measurement for the aluminum sheets on steel anvils. The developed 
methodology is also applicable to other sheet metals on steel anvils. With the proposed approach, the 
limitation of the spherical indentation test on sheet metals due to the anvil effect can be resolved.  
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